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we remembe 
y life I have heard people older than myself have conversations that often started "where were you when..." Conversations 
ed to when they found out that JFK was shot, when we landed on the moon, or when Pearl Harbor was attacked, and so on. 
few years ago I wondered if there would be a day that I would say that about. Of course I wished that there never would be, 
se inevitably those days seem to be more commonly tragic than not. On September 11, 2001 my question was answered by 
ns so horrific many believed that they witnessed the unthinkable. I was asleep in my bed, as many people on the west coast 
and the first that I heard of the attacks was when my alarm signaled the start of my day. I heard them talking about the 
gon but I had to get moving to class. I turned off my alarm and started my day, not realizing the magnitude of what was being 
cast. It was not until I walked into the Cl for breakfast that it hit me. In the four years I have been at Whittier College this was 
St time I had ever seen a TV in the Cl, let alone a crowd of people around it. My heart goes out to all of those who were at 
pacted in any way. 
truly touching, as far away as we all were, to witness the amazing response of Whittier's student body, faculty and staff. 
nts waited hours to give blood, held a vigil service, conducted fundraisers to proceed those affected, and sent cards for 
en to schools near ground zero. These are only a few things that we did to show we care and that we will not tolerate such 
us acts. 
ope is that out of this act of hate and intolerance will inspire understanding; that this senseless act of violence will bring 
and justice; and that ignorance will inspire a greater demand for truth. 
Diana Guy, '02 
Editor-in-Chief 
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splrm 1. groc: Stars in the making... 
Nothing could be better than catchin .  a late ni:ht jam session with friends. 
the typical day is definately not typical. Living in the residence I 
you never - now w en you will be awoken by the sounds of pesky in 
owls flying through the halls or by the lovely and ever appreciated 
alarm. And who could complain about the communal bathrooms 
common areas that, despite seeing the cleaning lady emerge with 
gear after a job well-done, never really seem clean? While for s 
living in the dorms is less than satisfactory, the majority find ways t 
so because compared to Ma & Pa's endless list of chores and unfle 
rules the residence halls are a home of your own. Sure, you are supp 
to follow the rules in the student handbook, but for the most part 
can do what you want, and whenever you want to. 
	 - 
MO 
"Look Ma! I'll smoke in my bed if I want to!" 
The on .rsos beteen ou.  .t' 
 sur ci:s now .J5- pur roommate... 
. 	 iead avid pret 	 that over the summer that you can't wait 
ome back an move into the old and oftentimes dysfunctional 
lence halls for one more year of fun. Pretend that over the summer 
Le you are lying in your bed trying to fall asleep that you are not 
iing that your parent's house was a little noisier so that you could 
tossing and turning. It is at these residence halls that many of us get 
;te of freedom for the very first time. It is where we are tested to see 
strong we really are, and a place where when you are sad, bored, 
ted or mad you always have a friend nearby. 
Off and away to the beach, these Whittier students are about to try their luck with the waves. Students are always headi 
towards the coast on bight and sunny days. 
These students chose to venture off campus. These 
groups of students opted to go bowling and down to 
Samantha's for a drink. 
ost every night and weekend there is an event sponsored by the campus. Some students chose to attend programs spon-
sored by different organizations, offices and campuses, as well as through their residential advisors. 
Some students chose not to go off campus. Their nights, like 
hese student pictured here, consist of grabbing a bite to eat a 
the Spot and or entertaining 
the life of an 
sbcvit 
overSeas  
Jono Blodgett and Ada 
Quittner, quite tI 
inseperable pair, took ( 
to Austrailia during ti 
fall semester. The 
journey took them 
James Cook Universi 
located in Cairn 
Queensland, Austraili 
Down under, the two h 
a blast. The two wrote 
poem to represent th€ 
thoughts on studyii 
abroad. 
"Overseas 
we conquered with ease. 
It's not like we left an 
impression 
but an impressive 
definition 
of what we represent. 
Two wild and crazy guys 
that love life 
to the fullest, but women 
a little more." 
Jono Blodgett & Adam 
Quittner, '03 
uId You 
tough 
e distarce? 
ver the fail semester I 
idied abroad in Cork, 
1and. Some of my 
ndest memories of 
liege will be my 
perience there because 
vas living alone thou-
rids of miles away from 
me and survived. To 
e in another country 
ight me the benefits 
d downfalls of my own 
tion. However, the 
sh were genuine, easy-
ing, and always down 
r a pint. My kind of 
ople. Nevertheless, I 
El always remember my 
ne in Ireland as 'good 
lic.,,, 
Tracy Cruz, '02 
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ome 	 of us 
 I couldn't wait. 
Others of us were unsure of what was 
o come. But one thing is for sure. We made 
t to college. The first week, orientation 
eek is a blur of activity: moving into the 
esidence halls, meeting new people, 
egistering for class 
 - s, and so on. Many 
students comment about the "don't stop until 
you drop" nature of the week. First-year 
student Tiffany Lajola explains, "It was crazy 
moving in, but at the same time exciting to meet 
everyone in the dorms." Getting to meet all the 
new faces was definately the most memorable 
part of the week for most students. As first year 
student Sahar Mehrabzaden explaine 
was a good experience because it gave 
opportunity to meet new people that I 
not necessarily have met on my o 

ach year the time comes to show 
some skin and 
in the Club. The ti: 
event provides a 
articipants to get 
students as the "less 
get wild and crazy 
ne honored Lancer 
1 opportunity for 
in eyefull of fellow 
dress is best" theme 
creates an environment like no other here 
on campus. Sophomore Jason Engel 
expressed his feelings about the event. "The 
party was scandelous, but luckily so were 
some of the outfits! !" While some were 
satisfied, others were left hoping for more. 
Sophomore Adrienne McPhe 
stated, "Girls should not be the only 
showing some skin!" All in all, the o 
are crazy, with behavior is rowdy en 
to match. 

The Homecoming festi ities began on Thursday at tire 
bonfire where the Homecoming Court was 
announced, the footb II team presented and the 
Cheerleaders fortified s hool spirit. First-year student 
Joshua Sovell commerted, "it was great how they 
supported the football tem by introducing the players." 
All in all it was a night of excitement and flying glow-
necklaces followed by tle annual Homecoming Dance 
at the Crystal Marquis n Uptown. Sophomore April 
Zamarano stated "me arid my girls had a great time at 
the dance. The floor ws packed and the music was 
bumpin." 
The next day students, alumni, faculty, staff and 
family filled the stadium to cheer the mighty Poets to 
homecoming victory. This year Whittier football secured 
victory against Claremont-Mudd-Scripps with a score 
of 10-3. The exciting win was not the only event of the 
warm sunny day. The homecoming court was announced 
and presented. Senior Vincent Vigil was named King, 
and senior Bianca Juarez was crowned Queen. The 
Senior Court included 011ie Lynch, Jeff Cleveland, 
Ginger Gohier and Jasmine Juarez. Other royalty were 
first-year students Dana Burr and Jess Brow, sophomores 
Hovig Artinian and Celeste Siordia and juni 
Campbell and Cathy Burt. The game was folio 
the carnival to celebrate the weekend's victor 
were many booths sponsored by campus organi 
a live band and many other festivities. "The 
was great--I relived my childhood by raci 
roommate on the jumping houses. The food, ga 
booths were really fun" stated sophomore Julie 
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If you like good food and even better perforniance than this is 
the night foryou. The Asian 
Students Association goes out of 
their way to give Whittier a 
spectacular glimpse of the food and 
dance from the other side of the 
world. Working diligently for most of 
the year, this annual event takes 
the Cl and the Shannon Center 
is a fabulous display of culi 

hat an event that signals the 
W11-sensation of warm summer 
days to come in hearts of Whittier 
students.. .as one of the last events 
of the spring it is clear that 
participants and observers alike put 
their all into their part of Spring Sing. 
Organized clubs and organizations 
and groups of friends alike combine 
creativity, satire and music for an 
afternoon of crazy performanc 
dance. Set in the ampitheatre yo 
hear the howling laughter acros 
campus. 
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Put the faculty's service to the test at the annual Late Nite 
Breakfast. Faculty serves up the 
storm of students rushing to the 
CI for the last major break before 
dreaded finals begin. As a night 
of food, fun and festivity it is not 
one to be missed. Arguably the best 
tradition at Whittier College, the 
amount of energy and enthusiasm in 
the room is unbelievable. It is only 
too bad that it draws to an end bring-
ing students back to their textbooks, 
notes and study groups for early 
morning exams. About the e 
sophomore Katie Perrin stat; 
couldn't believe there was a 
around the building, and that p; 
were actually rushing to eat t 
food." 
00 
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Poets in Rythym: 
Debra Alonso 
Vasthy Flores 
Jasmine Inouye 
Meredith Maloney 
Alexandra Nguyen 
Ayako Takita 
Kristen Terbeek 
Cheer: 
Jami Bouza 
Danielle Crawford 
Lashika Dubar 
Morgan Fox 
Michelle Peters 
Christine Sardo 
Kristen Terbeek 
Jenna Bouza, coach 
"Cheer this year was really great! I had so 
much fun cheering at the football and 
basketball games and making tons of new 
friends. Whittier might be small but some of 
us really are bursting with school spirit!" 
Morgan Fox, '04 
'This year we worked hard and it showed. I am so proud of us. Cheerleading has been one of my best 
expereiences here at Whittier. I'm really going to miss it. I love the girls." 
Jami Bouza, '02 
"This year I was involved in the dance team 
and cheerleading. It took a lot of time, but I 
really enjoyed my experiences. I just wish that 
Whittier had more school spirit, and then our 
hard work would be more rewarding." 
Kristen Terbeek, '04 
CA 
l-WR-Jamar Alexander 
2-DB-011ie Lynch 
3-RB-Andre Stewart 
4-S-Jim Joyner 
5-QB-Mark Mejia 
6-WRIKR-Kris Lee 
7-QB-Sam Winner 
8-CB-Justin Jiminez 
9-S-Tahir Allen 
10-DB-Deshay Scott 
I l-WR/DB-Kenny Bohman 
12-LB-Chancelor Barjona 
13-DL-Joe DiMarco 
14-DB-Jason Whidby 
15-WR-Jose Gallegos 
17-DB-Jermaine Walton 
20-RB-John Hanania 
.21 -DB-Charles Evans 
22-WR-Oscar Montecinons 
23-P-Jim Zurn 
25-RB-Michael Dudich 
26-DB-Gabe Martinez 
27-RB-Anthony Aranda 
28-DB-Josh Almond 
3l-FS-Brett Sickmiller 
32-LB-Brennon Hawkins 
33-LB-Sal Cervantes 
35-LB-Gavin Johnson 
36-DB-Courtney Logan 
37-RB-TJ DeGarmo 
40-RB-JR Maupin 
41-FB-Arley Ellsworth 
42-OLB-Brandon Walls 
43-SS/WB-Aaron Tomatani 
44-LB-Andres Navarro 
45-LB-Pat Newland 
50-DL-Roy Contreras 
51-OLB-Felipe Huizar 
53-OL-Nick Morschauser 
54-LB-Dale Ziola 
55-LB-Ryan Wills 
56-DL-Robert Ortega 
57-DL-Daron Martinez 
58-OL-Jure Gavran 
59-DL-Rafael Tones 
63-DL-Steve Solis 
66-OL-Andy Aikins 
67-OL-Jesus Hernandez 
69-DL-Richard Salazar 
70-DL-Travell Woods 
7 I-K-James Nixon 
72-OL-Dine Hill 
73-OL-Josh Hand 
74-OL-Matt Burow 
75-OL-Josh Fields 
76-OL-Gil Palmer 
80-WR-Anthony Eashman 
8 1 -TE-Joaquin Dabbs 
82-WR-Matt Tine 
83-WR-Evan Howe 
84-TE-Ben Fuchs 
85-WR-Scott Jordan 
87-TEIWR-Brendan Schaub 
88-WR-Justin Gaddy 
95-DE-Al Wiggins 
99-DE-Nelson Tuatagaloa 
Coaches: 
Bob Owens 
Elvin Dick 
Steve Garcia 
Wayne Crawford 
Gary Willis 
Gifford Lindheim 
Abe Flores 
Steve Lopez 
Managers: 
Veronica Aguas 
Kelly Chinarian 
Tyisha Smith 
Rachelle Tachquin 
Aracely Guiterez 
Id 
44s orts 
WC @ Linfield 
WC vs. Chapman 
WC @ Azusa Pacific 
WC vs. Menlo 
WC vs. CMS 
WC vs. Occidental 
WC @ Cal Lutheran 
WC @ Redlands 
WC @ La Verne 
13-36 
27-31 
12-31 
36-64 
10-3*  
7-34*  
0-56*  
28-411-
23-17-1-
41-*
1 * 
SCIAC Standing: 
Overall Standing: 
2W-3L 
2W-7L 
* SCIAC Game 
------------------ 
"For the seniors this season was rough. From an 
overall team standpoint, it's something to motivate 
and inspire next years team to prevail" 
Kenny Bohman, '02 
"Let game recognize game & don't hate the players 
on we just averaged 80 plays a game!" 
Tahir Allen, '02 
"Players play like coaches coach. Determination comes from within. 
When one plays without heart the game is irrelevant." 
Andre Stewart, '02 & Charles Evans, '04 
"Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. 
Only through experience of trial and suffering can 
the soul be strengthened, ambition inspired, and 
success achieved.' As Helen Keller says, our team 
will be stronger and more experienced in the 
upcoming season." 
Lauren Sassano, '04 
"Coming in as a transfer, this team was perfect for me because the large amount of 
freshmen made it practically a new team. This also made it hard because it was our first year 
playing together so we really had to work hard to play well,  as a team. Now that our team 
will be full of experienced teammates, I look forward to next year." 
Gretchen Heah '04 
First Row:  
Becky Roy 
,airra Nesller 
Second Row:  
Libby Barnish 
Gina Gutierrez 
Melissa Dempsey-FlaIl 
Sand Ic Caldera 
Candis Charlson 
Iris Molina 
Julie Rivera 
Third Row:  
Jenn Kight 
Erin Hurley 
Leslie Pettinelli 
Loren Sassano 
Erin Kn U lson 
Kristin McFatridge 
Gretchen Heath 
Shan na Scott 
Back Row: 
Skelly Miller. Head Coach 
Sarah Hall 
Fallen Shell)' 
Taylor Prosck 
Melissa Kellog 
Nianih Do Nohoe 
Thelma Canierena 
Dennis Cope, Assistant Coach 
Teke Hirschberg, Assistant Coach 
\VC vs. University ot Dallas 	 0- 
WC @ Biola University 	 1-4 
WC vs. Whitman College 
	
0-I 
WC vs. Occidental College 	 2-0 
WC vs. Christian Herrilage 	 2-10T 
WC vs. La Verne 	 I -b 
WC vs. Claremont MS 	 2-4 
WC vs. Redlands University 	 2-20T5 
WC @ Cal Luthern University 	 0_3 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 
	
1-20P. 
 
WC @ Occidental College 	 3-0 
WC vs. UC Santa Cruz 	 0-I 
WC vs. Chapman University 	 0-4 
WC vs. La Verne 	 205 
WC Co) Claremont MS 	 07* 
WC @ Redlands University 	 1-4 
WC vs. Cal Lutheran University 	 I 
WC @ Pomona Pjtzer 
	
0-6 
Overall Standing: 	 5W-12L- IT 
SCIAC Standing: 	 4W-7L-IT 
, 	 ) 	 L 
."This year was definately a rebuilding year for 
our team. With so many freshman on the team, 
we improved a lot throughout the season. I'm 
'looking forward to next season, I expect we will improve just as much as this year." 
Candy Charison, '05 
"This season was an improvement on last year and I am lookng 
forward to seeing what we can do in the future." Luke McConnell, '04 
Michael Dudich, '03 
"The new coach was great. I'm really looking 
forward to next season and seeing what we will be 
able to do!" 
"It's been a great four years playing for Whittier. I 
am going to miss the team and the birds." 
Tom Shaw. '02 
WC vs. Whitman 	 0-2 
WC @ Biola 	 2-I 
WC @ Calteche 	 3-1 
WC vs. Christian Herritage 2-1 
WC @ La Verne* 4-2 
WC vs. Claremont MS*  1-5 
WC vs. Redlands* 0-6 
WC @ Cal Lutheran* 0-5 
WC vs. Caltech* 3-2 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer* 2-2 
WC @ Occidental* 3-2 
vs. UC Santa Cruz 
<
WC 0-4 
WC vs. Chapman 1-4 
WC vs. La Verne* 3-2 
WC @ Claremont MS 1-4 
WC @ Redlands* 0-8 
WC vs. Cal Lutheran* 0-2 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer*  15 
WC vs. Occidental* 2-0 
SCIAC Standings 6-8 
6th place 
SCIAC Games 
"The best game of the season would 
have to be the shut out against 
Occidental on Halloween!" 
Anthony Jauregui, '03 
sports49 
00 Aaron McCann 	 Goalkeeper 
01 Tom Shaw* 	 Goalkeeper 
02 Anthony Jaurequi 	 Midfielder 
03 Brandon Rencehauser 	 Defender 
04 Michael Dudich 	 Striker 
05 Mark Paterson 	 Defender 
06 Phil Howe 	 Defender 
08 Aaron Hopkins 	 Midfielder 
09 Steve Soler 	 Midfielder 
10 Ryan Brennen 	 Midfielder 
11 Daryl Foy 	 Striker 
12 Alex Thompson 	 Striker 
13 Chris Mendoza 	 Striker 
)
14 Matt Mason 	 Midfielder 
15 Mark Zienkicwicz 	 Midfielder 
IC Sasha Desmarais 	 Midfielder 
17 Chris Zepeda* 	 Defender 
O
19 Luke McConnell 	 Midfielder 
20 Robert Martinez 	 Goalkeeper 
21 Jason Zamora 	 Defender 
James Cross 	 Head Coach 
Kevin Commeford 	 Assistant Coach 
* Team Captain 
Triton Invitational @ UCSD 
Inland Empire Classic @ Redlands 
Cal Baptist Invitational 
Slug Fest @ UCSC 
Claremont Convergence 
WC vs. Loyola Marymount 
WC vs. Redlands 
WC vs. Pornona-Pitzer 
WC vs. Cal Tech 
WC vs. Claremont MS 
WC vs. Occidental 
WC vs. La Verne 
SCIAC Championships 
WC vs. Cal Tech 
WC vs. La Verne 
Overall Record 
SCIAC Record 
"Next year, we're going to beat the 
other teams because we'll score more 
goals than they will." 
Robert Currari 
Garrett Cobb 
Robert Currari 
Mitch Dreese 
Ben Garcia 
Joe Gonzalez 
Marlin Henton 
Josh Hower 
Ethan Jessup 
Damon Kern 
Nathan King 
Ben Lopez 
TJ Markiewicz 
Brendan Maun 
Jeff Padgett 
Ryan Walker 
Michael Wensman 
Chris Wilson 
Ryan Quigley 
Mitch Carty, Head Coach 
Gil Rotblum, Asst. Coach 
me,ns w ater polo 
•A. ? 
"It was a very tough season. We proved to 
everyone and ourselves that we can compete 
at the upper level. It didn't end the way we 
wanted but we have a young team so it's all 
about next year." 
Marlin Henton, '04 
"With Bulldogs, Beavers and Leopards, it's a jungle out there. But next year the 
Poets are gonna go on a killing spree" 
Brenden Maun 
"It's not the size that matters-it's the 
quality of the performance. It has been a 
great four years and I wonder how the 
next few years are going to be." 
Jhalister Corona, '02 
"Cross country is kind of like track but we just do 
it without the rubber. . .so it just feels better." 
Luc Schuette, '03 
Women's 2001 SCIAC Standinus 
The Whittier College Women's 
Cross Country Team placed seventh 
in Conference with 1 dual win and 2 
SCIAC Champs, for a total of 3 wins. 
Men's 2001 SCIAC Standings 
The Whittier College Men's Cross 
Country Team placed sixth in 
Conference with 2 dual wins and 2 
SCIAC Champs, for a total of 4 wins. 
- 
Women 
Katrina Dancey 
Cora Poage 
Jessica Stowell 
Kelsey Tachihata 
Christy Taylor 
Jenny Trang 
Sherry Turmel 
Lindsay Weinberg 
Men 
Sonny Cheatham 
Javier Colon 
Jhalister Corona 
Dwight Durant 
Luis Ibarra 
Jamaal Jackson 
Joseph Mendoza 
Andrew Salomone 
Cohn Sandoval 
Luc Schuette 
Coaches 
Greg Phillips, Head Coach 
Chuck Lame, Asst. Men's 
Heather Backer, Asst. Women's 
I am disappointed about the outcome this season. We 
grew the closest friendship-wise. I hope that next year 
friendships continue to grow, and that we also work as 
hard as we can to win a championship." 
Robin Ishibashi, '03 
"This year was a great learning experience with great friends. 
I cannot wait until next season." 
Bridgett O'Connell, '04 
WC vs. Judson College 	 55-71 
WC vs. Notre Dame de Namur 56-49 
WC vs. Dominican College 	 66-77 
WC @ Southwestern College 70-42 
WC @ LaSierra University 70-60 
WC vs. Hope International Univ. 52-59 
WC vs. John Carroll Univ. 	 70-69 
WC vs. Univ. of Puget Sound 	 65-70 
WC vs. Dominican Univ. 	 69-55 
WC vs. Chapman 	 55-69 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer 	 64-531- 
WC 
5 *
C vs. Claremont MS 	 5864* 
WC @ Occidental College 5640* 
WC @ Caltech 	 5826* 
WC vs. Univ. of Redlands 	 5167* 
WC vs. Univ. of La Verne 	 6960* 
WC @ Cal Lutheran Univ. 7760* 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 	 54-65' 
WC @ Claremont MS 	 4760* 
WC vs. Occidental College 	 6058* 
WC vs. Caltech 	 8930* 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands 5556* 
WC @ Univ. of La Verne 	 5864* 
WC vs. Cal Lutheran Univ. 	 7263* 
All Games: 14-11 
SCIAC Record: 8-6 
05'Tracy Cruz 
11 	 Robin Ishibashi 
15 	 Bridgett O'Connell 
22 	 Veronica Meza 
25 	 Christine Wilborn 
30 	 Briana Schuck 
34 	 Rachelle Tachiquin 
40 	 Bah Katenay 
42 	 Barbara Finnegan 
45 	 Mayte Hernandez 
Will Morris, Head Coach 
Michael Bloodworth, Asst. Coach 
Keala Hughes, Asst. Coach 
Deanna Ballesteros, Asst. Coach 
I I rV1 I LV I 
03 	 Tony Davis 
04 	 AJ Sampson 
10 	 Chris Gagne 
II 	 Steve Christensen 
12 	 Tim Pickett 
20 	 Lukas Becker 
22 	 Mitch Lucero 
25 	 Abe Morabi 
30 	 John Temidara 
32 	 Chris Wight 
34 	 Ryan Buegli 
40 	 Eric Draughan 
42 	 Tony Ara 
50 	 Blake Jensen 
52 	 Trevor Jensen 
54 	 Terrence Gordon 
Head Coach 
Assistant Coaches 
Rock Carter 
Ray Cooper 
Manasa Chanaiwa 
56sports 
WC @ Colorado College 	 53-62 
WC vs. Nebraska Wesleyan Univ. 55-57 
WC vs. Chapman Univ. 	 80-62 
WC vs. West Coast Baptist 84-51 
WC vs. Lewis & Clark 	 98-114 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands 69-70 
WC vs. Life Bible College 
	
98-34 
WC vs. Hope International Univ. 99-71 
WC vs. La Sierra Univ. 	 89-65 
WC vs. Muhlenberg College 89-65 
WC vs. Chapman Univ. 	 53-74 
WC vs. Univ. of Redlands 	 7662* 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 	 58-73 
WC @ Univ. of La Verne 5954* 
WC @ Cal Lutheran Univ. 6382e 
WC vs. Occidental College 83-90 
WC @ Caltech Univ. 	 8341* 
WC vs. Claremont MS 	 6364* 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands 9384* 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer 	 5760* 
WC vs. Univ. of La Verne 	 78-85' 
WC vs. Cal Lutheran 	 6172* 
WC @ Occidental College 6267* 
WC vs. Caltech Univ. 	 7344* 
WC @ Claremont MS 	 5284* 
Overall Record: 9-16 
SCIAC Record: 4-10 
* SCIAC Game 
"This year was a challenge of our team's mental character. 
We will have to stick together and continue to grow 
stronger as a team next year." 
Chris Wight 
"Everyone, both players and coaches, need to be on the same page. 
No one can stop us if we have the same mindset." 
Mitch Lucero 
"Despite all the injuries I think we 
pulled off the season really well and 
everyone had a good time." 
Jenny Eastlake, '04 
"This year was a great learning experience for myself. I 
learned a lot being a freshman, most important though was 
the many ways you can use a potato" 
Kyla Schafer, '05 
b. 
WC vs. La Verne* 
WC @ Occidental* 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer* 
WC vs. Cal Luthern* 
WC @ Cal Tech* 
WC @ Claremont MS' 
WC vs. Chapman 
WC vs. Redlands* 
WC @ La Verne* 
WC vs. Ithaca 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer* 
WC @ Ca! Lutheran* 
WC vs. Ca! Tech 
WC vs. Occidental* 
WC vs. Claremont MS* 
SCIAC Matches 
SDOIis,j- ~  J 
"Thiear started out a little rough when 
we lost a couple close ones, but we ended 
on a high note. Even though we lost 
two great seniors we are looking 
forward to next year." 
Meredith Conry, '05 
Kathy Abell 
Meredith Conroy 
• Jenn Eastlake 
Jodie Ehrlich 
Vanessa Farrier 
Joe-Anna Ledesma 
Iliana Lopez 
Lizette Montero 
Yesenia Ocampo 
Sue Jean Park 
Dina Reynoso 
Ky1a Shafer 
Jenni Steen 
Lauri "Eiko" Titcomb 
Elizabeth Wolfe 
Kristi Vandenberg, Head Coach 
Mandy Arnold, Asst. Coach 
Lisa Christopher, Asst. Coach 
WC @ Concordia 
WC vs. Hope International Univ. 
WC vs. College of Notre Dame 
WC vs. Biola University 
WC vs. Cal Lutheran Univ.* 
WC @ Cal Lutheran Univ.* 
WC @ Sun West Tournament 
(Chapman & Albion) 
WC @ Univ. of La Verne* 
WC vs. Univ. of La Verne* 
WC @ Sun West Tournament 
(Trinity College & Dominican College) 
WC @ College of Notre Dame 
WC @ Bethany College 
WC @ Sun West Tournament 
(Willamette & Puget Sound) 
WC @ Claremont MS* 
WC vs. Claremont MS* 
WC vs. Occidental College* 
WC @ Occidental College* 
WC vs. Univ. of Redlands* 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands* 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer* 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer* 
"This was my first year p1ayi 
softball at Whittier and it was 
exciting to be a part of the team." 
Julie Matiasic, '04 
Brandie Caldera 
Sandie Calderera 
Kelly Chinarian 
Kathryn Foster 
Stacee Karnya 
Joe Anna Ledesma 
Courtney Lum 
Julie Matiasic 
Laura McNeely 
Dina Reynoso 
Shanna Scott 
Lauri Titcomb 
Bianca Urquidi 
April Vela 
April Zamarano 
Dr. Mike McBride, Head Coach 
Ramon Juarez, Assistant Coach 
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"Despite our loss of players, we had 
a pretty good year overall. We have 
a young team and I expect that we 
will do much better next year." 
Ryan Jones, '04 
"We as a team are not fully satisfied with the year that we 
had. We are looking to improve next season." 
Ian Slaney, '03 
WC @ Westmont College 
WC @ Vanguard College 
WC @ Chapman University 
WC @ Whitworth College 
WC @ University of Puget Sound 
WC @ Lewis & Clark College 
WC @ Pacific College 
WC @ Claremont MS' 
WCvs. Claremont MS 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer* 
WC @ Pomona Pitzer* 
WC vs. Desales University 
WC vs.  Cal Lutheran Univ. 
WC @ Cal Lutheran Univ: 
WC vs. Ithaca College 
WC @ Linfield College 
WC @ Univ. of La Verne* 
WC @ North Central Univ. 
WC @ Univ. of Redlancls  
WC vs. Univ. MA Darthmouth 
WC vs. Eastern Connecticut State 
WC vs. CSU Hayward 
WC vs. Chapman University 
WC @ Univ. of La Verne* 
49 	 WC vs. Univ. of La Verne* 
WC @ Claremont MS 
WC vs. Caltech University* 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands* 
41 	 WC vs.  Univ. of Redlands* 
WC vs. Chapman University 
WC vs. 
 Occidental College* 
WC @ Occidental College* 
9 	 Josh Almond 
5 	 Bubba Armenta 
44 	 Colter Bollinger 
14 	 Albert Bollinger 
27 	 Russell Copeland 
8 	 Mike Franzee 
19 	 Ryan Jones 
17 	 Jim Joyner 
4 	 Ryan Kitamura 
15 	 Ryan Kittle 
26 	 Derek Krause 
12 	 Gilbert Moreno 
II 	 Joe Moreno 
32 	 Kevin Pansky 
23 	 Jaason Roschke 
7 	 lan Slaney 
13 	 Randy Sobek 
10 	 Artie Straits 
30 	 Dallas Taylor 
3 	 Joh nathan Vasquez 
2 	 Matt Windt 
Jimmy Zurn 
21 	 Mike Rizzo, Head Coach 
35 	 Steve Nadell,  Assistant Coach 
22 	 Nate Nelson, Assistant Coach 
24 	 Rob Frith, Assistant Coach 
6 	 Anal Guitnon, Assistant Coach 

WC @ Santa Barbara Shootout 
WC vs. Lycoming College 
WC @ Claremont MS 
WC vs. Kenyon College 
WC vs. Univ. of Redlands 
WC vs. Messiah College 
WC vs. Linfield College 
WC vs. Oberlin College 
WC vs. Univ. of Puget Sound 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 
WC @ Univ. of Redlands 
WC @ Univ. of Puget Sound 
Tournament 
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Ryder Bateman 
Andrew 	 Biers 
Evan Cardwell 
Alan Christiani 
Patrick 	 Deeny 
Russell 	 ber 
Casey Dupont 
Dan 	 Finck 
Luke 	 Gilbert 
Teal 	 Griffeth 
Kelly 	 Hall 
Ryan 	 Harris 
Dax 	 Harrison 
Aaron Hopkins 
David 	 Huet 
Ken 	 Hutton 
Vinnie ladevaia 
Aaron 	 Jaffe 
Adam 	 Kath 
011ie Kaufman 
Brian 	 Kelly 
Marc Mackrides 
Mark Maloney 
Adam 	 Messic 
Blake Mitchell 
Ross 	 Petersen 
Brenden Schuab 
Noah 	 Talbot 
Todd 	 Thorpe 
Jordan West-Pratt 
Nick Youngleson 
Doug Locker, Coach 
Joe Ramano, Asst. 
WC vs. Brigham Young Univ. 12-4 
WC vs. Sonoma State Univ. 16-6 
WC vs. Roanoke 	 15-13 
WC vs. Kings Point 	 10-9 
WC vs. Ithaca College 	 14-15 
WC vs. Connecticut College 	 14-8 
WC @ Stevens Institute 	 14-11 
WC @ West Chester Univ. 	 15-6 
WC @ Eastern Connecticut State 17-7 
WC @ Virgina Wesleyan 	 15-8 
WC @ Colorado College 	 18-8 
WC vs. Hollywood Lacrosse Club 24-11 
WC @ Ohio Wesleyan 	 27-16 
WC @ Kenyon College 	 21-7 
WC vs. Eastern Connecticut State 19-8-1-
WC 
9_ *
C vs. Middlebury 	 12-13 
NCAA First Round Division III playoffs 
NCAA Quarterfinals Division Ill playoffs 
Overall Record: 16-2 
). I 
This year the Poet Lacrosse team was the first 
California team to ever make the NCAA lacrosse 
playoffs. Though the team was eliminated in the 
quarterfinals, their incredible effort has made its 
mark on those who thought that west coast, and 
more specifically Whittier College lacrosse 
would never be a threat. 
Women's Schedule: 
WC vs. Cal Luthren 09* 
WC vs. UC Santa Cruz 0-9 
WC @ Redlands 09* 
WC @ Azusa Pacific 0-9 
WC @ La Verne 63* 
WC vs. Pomona Pitzer 09* 
WC vs. Chapman 2-7 
WC @ Claremont MS 09* 
WC vs. Beloit 2-7 
WC vs. Southwestern 0-9 
WC vs. Univ. of Rochester 0-9 
WC vs. Colorado College 4-5 
WC vs. New York Univ. 2-7 
WC vs. Univ. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 5-4 
WC vs. Willamette 6-3 
WC @ Occidental 27* 
WC vs. Caltech 63* 
WC vs. Univ. of Redlands 0-5 
WC vs. Caltech 90** 
* SCIAC match 
* *SCIAC championships 
68s sorts 
Women's Team: 
Anna Crawford 
Lindsay Hardy 
Hannah Hilligoss 
Tiffany Lajola 
Sahar Mehrabzadeh 
Andrea Smith 
Carolyn Trapp 
Sara Victor 
Jessica Wilgus 
Anthony Almeida, Coach 
Torn Buczala, Coach 
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Hovig Artinian 
Greg Bone 
David Butler 
Jeff Cleveland 
Trevor Cleveland 
Robert Curreri 
Mitch Dreese 
Ethan Jessup 
Damon Kern 
Nick Levin* 
TJ Markiewicz 
Brenden Maun 
Dustin Ray 
ik- 
sports 
Franny Condou 
Danielle Crawford 
Karli Gingerich 
Shannon Harsh 
Ginnette Kindig 
Amber Knutson 
Wendi Loftus 
Tracy Maple 
Christina Norris 
Connie Romero 
Lisa Saunders* 
Cassie Sleeper 
Kelsey Tachinata 
Melina Zimmerman 
* Team Captain 
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James Adomian 
Social Commentary in Thea 
Kathryn Adame 
Political Science 
w h y did 
y o u 
choos 
Erin Clark 
Sociology 
icuy itaiivaii uuiiireri 
History 
Amanda-Kyra Tien Chow 
Multimedia & Design 
Kelly Ann Chinarian 
Psychology 
Amy An 
	
Margreta Baeva 
Business Administration 	 Biology 
Erick Bonilla 	 Dustin Boots 	 Scott Borders 	 jami Bouza 
Business Administration 	 Psychology 	 Child Development 
	
Sociology 
Alicia Atkinson 
Theatre & Communication Arts 
vlichael Joseph Burns 
Child Development 
Seniors Matt Windt, 011ie Lynch, Jesus Hernandez and Patrick Newland muscling 
their way to Sportsfest victory. 
Veronica Aguas 
oliticaI Science & English 
Rosario Araguas 
Biology 
Christine Apostol 
Psychology 
Jennifer Beedle 
Biology 
Vanessa Cosby 
ical Development of Children 
Kenneth Damborg 
Political Science 
r Julicilie ierese lie iviarco 
Child Development 
Minerva Bojorge 
Business Administration 
Lauren Bush 
Child Development 
uaniei viaz 
History 
Amanda Berene Donah 
Social Work & Child Developi 
Bianca Di Julio 
Psychology 
Senior Quentin White captured moments before being dunked at the 
Homecoming carnival. 
Dana Nicole Fichett 
Political Science 
Josh Fields 
History 
Loesyc Godjali 
Economics 
Morgan Ashley Galli 
Political Science 
Ginger Gohier 
Art History 
Araceli Gamboa 
Child Development 
Marc Gonzales 
Psychology & Political Science 
ulallu 
The Adolescent in the Social Context 
Araceli Gutierrez 
Sociology 
Ashley Hamrick 
English 
Joshua Dunne 
History 
Jennifer Lyn Estabrook 
Business Administration 
Aaron Michael Ellis 
History 
Ruth Fernandez 
Psychology & Sociology 
Luis Flores 
licanismo: Culture & Politics 
Ryan Dennis Fong 
Cultural Studies 
Michele Rose Gagliano 
Child Development 
Ceslee Fukuhara 
Biology 
aura Katnryne Gomez 
atre & Communication Arts 
KeIIN Hard 
American Culture & Expression 
L-011c &IUS gone wuu; seniors vineen vigil, ienn LnU1OO niiu L)dlid rielielt at tne Homecoming uanee. 

Lindsay Leigh Hardy 
ysical Education & Recreation 
Sarah Hayman 
History 
Carlos Hernandez 
Psychology 
Jesus Daniel Hernandez 
History 
Bianca Juarez 
Art 
Jasmine Juarez 
Business Administration 
Irma Jeliazkova 
Political Science & French 
Jamaal Mauric Arce Jackson 
Business Administration & Economics 
How 
did 
You 
s p e n d 
your 
i 
here 
Latoya Hockley 
Psychology 
Lien Huynh 
Economics 
Robin Judd 
mage: The Historical Relationship between 
Studio Art & Literature 
Alyssa Kahler 
English & Psychology 
Stacee Karnya 
Chemistry 
There is no way that these two could look so sweet and still be innocent. Senior Steve Alvarado and first year student Amber 
Hollingsworth caught in the act. 
Mya Kellum-Merrill 
Child Development 
Rushika Avanthi Kumararatne 
Mathematics & Economics 
Luann Michele Lauese 
Business Administration 
Christina Laney 
Business Administration 
Allison Gail Kunkle 
Political Science & French 
UIId 
Business Administration 
LdU1I IVI4I quv 
Business Administration 
Claudette Pallero Marco 
Political Science 
Masitayia 311dillIVA iuvv 
International Studies & Political Science 
Tzvetelina Katrova 
ess Administration & Economics 
Melissa Kellogg 
Psychology 
Jennifer Kight 
,sical Education & Recreation 
Bryan Kistler 
Biology 
Working hard or hardly working? Seniors Erick Bonilla and Mike Wilkerson 
making KWTR the best that it can be. 
May Lee 
Political Science 
What a lovely day for bird watching ...senior Tom Shaw strolls through 
the upper quad between classes. 
Kevin Brian Mass 
Environmental Science 
iwjert iviarunez 
Psychology 
Matthew Leos 
Political Science 
Michal Merraro 
English & Philosophy 
Meghan Jane McLaughlin 
The Art of Character: Literary & Dramatic Studies 
Senior Travis Jackson conducting a Friday afternoon "experiment." His 
hypothesis: how many beer bongs can a person take and still remain standing 
No one ever said that swimmers were normal. Seniors Jeff Cleveland and Ii 
Markiewicz alog with their coach exhibit the side effects of too much chlorine. 
Alyssa Anne Moreno 
Child Development 
Andres Anthony Navarr 
Psychology 
Daniel Xuan Nguyen 
Business Administration 
Jeffrey Noguchi 
Business Administration 
Senior Tom Shaw, Junior Daryl Foy and Sophomore Brian 
a few drinks at Samantha's Cour 	 d for Tom's birthda 
enjoyin 
w h a t M 
will 
y o u 
 t a k 
 ewithy  
Meghan Maureen Miley 
Business & Graphic Design in Context 
Senior Julie Lamarano reciting poetry. Her poem entitlea "One to Phil" was very well received. 
Kathy Uyen Nha Ngo 
Biology 
Valerie Olivas 
Child Development 
Brenda Ornelas 
History 
Lauta raiisii 
Art 
Monique Yvette Oi-utcu 
English 
Alicia Oropeza-Gunritz 
Child Development 
Sean Parsa 
Business Administration 
Seniors Alicia Atkinson and Laura Gomez with their Ionian sisters at the 
Homecoming dance. 
Kelsey Parrish 
Biology 
[in 	 ..shkepia 
Child Development 
Elizabeth Ann Ramirez 
Business Administration 
Georgette Quakenbush 
Psychology 
Aileen Rarnis 
Sociology 
English 
Marcello Sawyer 
Business Administration 
Senior Brian Kistler voicing his concerns at the COR debate in the lower quad. 
Radha Pertaub 
Physics 
Senior Christine Welter and junior Mario Neavez take a break from their work at the QC to "make love to the camera." Matta 	 iewicz 
Political Science 
Dan 
Business Administration 
Cecilia Santiago 
Social Work 
Alisha Michelle Santana 
Psychology Biology 
Rachel Sue Schmid 
Child Development 
Anson iviartene 3exton 
Child Development 
Senior JR Maxwell preparing for opening night of the Madrigal Feaste. 
You 
Milena Stoyanova 
Psychology & Child Development 
rtlllUel ISIS %veiIu11Ige11 
Political Science 
Chrissy ianOlira 
Biology & Psychology 
i'juiii iviu gal et Suchevid 
Psychology 
1__) 
Tyisha Smith 
Physical Education & Recreation 
Adriana Sot(; 
Business Administration 
Kintherli Denise Stinsoi 
Child Development 
Brett Allen SlcKmiller 
Physics 
Opposite: Who knew that stripping could be so funny? Senior/cor 
J.P. O'Hara performing his revealing comedy routine for an wxcited au 
whe r e 
w i l l 

way down the giant  Franklin s1ip-n-slide  
English & Philos  
w boundaries  to brotherhood as  Mike and Eric  
Senior Jenn Kight prepares for a soccer game.  
3~: 
Peter Jay Triezenberg 
Environmental Science 
Bianca Urquidi 
Physical Education & Recreation 
Vincent Eugene Vigil 
Business Administration 
Jordan West-Pratt 
Biology 
Pallavi Visvanathan 
Psychology 
Matthew Windt 
Physical Education & Recreation 
Andrea Fumiko Wong 
Biology 
Rebecca Michelle Wolf 
Business Administration 
Jamie Vasquez 	 Kyle Victor 
History 	 Business Administration 
Vinh Vo 
Biology 
 
Kristine Welter 
English 
 
    
 
 
sniey tsaer Wingfield 
Political Science 
 
Brandy wooer 
Social Work 
 
Not Pictured:  
Octavio Aldapo-Araujo 
Gabriel Alemao 
Tahir Allen 
Sarah Christine Alvarado 
Marts Arno 
Teal Anderson 
Anthony Art 
Veronica Arenas 
Pnulina Ascensi•o 
Luke Bash 
Rabinder Bhatia 
Craig Bader 
Deidre Brownell 
Stephen Gallun Bnamder 
Ant Cabadu 
Christopher Caoillo 
Melissa Caevey 
Valerie Chacen 
Janmin Chavez 
Lisa Christopher 
Alexander Cisneros 
Jeffrey Cleveland 
Garrett Cobb 
Ryan Charles Conboy 
Janette Contreras 
Jhalister Corona 
Nvin Lee Cotton 
	 Geoff Hinds 	 tastes Menleverde 	 Kevin Ronzkowski 	 Mark Whelalo 
Tracy Lynn Care 	 Bryan Elizabeth Holland 	 Allison Morales 	 Allison Lee Rothi 	 Quentin Whit 
Jenna Manic Desomier 	 Carey Holman 	 Gerardo Munoz 	 Andrea Roy 	 Barbara Joan 
Rene Dixon 	 Chu-Yu Huang 
	
Hillary Nagel 	 Luis Saavedra 	 Alfred Wiggis 
Jonathan Eldredge 	 Philippe Hog 
	
Noriko Kitty Nakagawa 	 Rizzu-Amor Sapida 	 Michde Wilk 
Sheulyn Renee Eliax 	 Lois Ibarea 	 Cynthia Nava 	 Rei Sasajima 	 Christy Wilso 
Ysmiko Fojioka 	 Maisa Imad Idriss 	 Gay Navarro 	 Reginald Scott 
	 Samuel Wine 
Antonio Garcia 	 Claudia Imparalo 
	
Patrick Newland 
	 Samuel Seashole 	 Kahenine Wol 
Benjamin James Garcia 	 Travis Jackson 	 Ann Nguyen 	 Kulya Segoovia 	 Andrea Ybarr, 
Kodj Ghegnon 	 Blake Jensen 	 Bridget Charlene 	 Bilal Shaw 	 Julie Zumorao 
Griffith Gilbert 	 Marla Evelyn Johnson 	 OConner 	 THomas Edward Shaw 
Jennifer Godrhn 	 William Bradford Jones 
	 Tara Bree OConnet 	 Kathy Silva 
Edward Gonzalez 	 Joseph Kmak 	 John Phillip OHara 	 Marc Amon Sogoiao 
Andres Gorhea 	 Megan Michelle Laffery 	 Ricardo Ortiz 	 Andre Sara 
Matthew Gorka 
	 Amber Lasgeson 	 Judy Beth Gwen 	 Leslie Stucker 
Allison Graham 	 April Huong Lent 	 Vanessa Perez 	 Micah Israel Thomas 
Ryan Gramley 	 Ryan Nicholas Lewis 	 Alexander Powers 	 Todd David Thorpe 
Joseph Ruben Gaenro, Jr. 	 Michael Cutlet Lynch 	 David Preciado 	 Vicieazo Tomasello 
Katherine Rote Guevara 011ie Lynch 	 Bsianna Quinn 	 Elizabeth Trujillo 
Arel Gaileus 	 David Madina 	 Ernest Quinones 
	
Vidal Trujillo 
Penryn Hale 	 Mark Henry Malloney 	 Erik Quintana 	 Ann Laura Uribe 
Ryan Harris 
	 Thomas Muthiemice. Jr. 	 James Ramireo 	 Daniel Vasquez 
Steven Harrison 
	 Francisco Janice Martinez Erin Rapier 	 Maxine Verdugo 
Melissa Hernandez 	 Jennifer R. Maxwell 	 Yadnana Rodriguez 	 Valetija Vilkaukas 
Marla Angeles Herrera 	 Marianne McKinney 	 James Rosa 	 John von Schwarz 
Daniel Hill 	 Elizabeth Mitchell 
	 Jausox Roschke 	 Anthony West 
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Jeff Noguchi showing off his new look at the Homecoming carnival. 
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 e class of 2002 marks Whittier 
College's 99th commencement 
ceremony. It also marked the first 
commencement in the football 
field, as the ceremony has 
outgrown 	 the 	 outdoor 
ampitheatre. Despite the glaring sun 
and heat it was a day to remember as 
the students from the class of 2002 
were honored for their achievements 
at Whittier College. Graduates were 
spoken to by the president, Kate Will, 
as well as by those recei 
honorary degrees, Willard V. H 
jr., Linda Biehl for herself ans 
late husband, Peter Biehi, and th 
Secretary of Transportation, 
honorable Norman Y. Mi 



now you 
will go to 
sleep or i 
will put 
U to 
P. 
Luring a year marked by change 
both globally and locally 
a year when we learned the potential of terrorism 
and war was started 
and watched the library turn into a skeleton 
we learned that not everything is as we once 
that in the space between good and evil 
we found heroes and communities rise 
in the space between black and white 
you will find the color of life 
and the endless possibilities of change 
it is this color, this life, these possibilities 
= is this space between which enables us to move forward 
to find comfort, patience and beauty in each day and what lies before us. 
"It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most 
intelligent, but the one most responsive to change." 
Charles Darwin 
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the last word... 
rhe Acropolis, volume 90 was produced by the yearbook staff at Whittier College in Whittier, 
alifornia, and was printed by Taylor Publishing in Dallas, Texas, The 
ccount was serviced by Brynda Everman, our Taylor representative. The theme and cover 
design were chosen by the Editor-in-Chief and Acropolis staff. All of the Acropolis' 112 
ages were printed in full color on 100# paper. Processing, printing and senior portraits, as 
Nell as some event photography were provided by Artistry Foto in Brea, California, The 
:onts used include: RinnaT Bold, Renaldo, Waif SSi, Times, Avant Garde, Anal Black and 
\ladianne, 
the staff wh 
made this 
book... 
diana guy 
editor-in-chief 
Hannah Hilligoss 
Photograhy Editor 
Charlie Noboa 
Layout Coordinator 
Fallon Shelly 
Layout Coordinator 
Katie Perrin 
Copy Editor 
Morgan Jenkins 
Copy Editor 
Benny Gar cia 
Photographer 
Richie Duarte 
Photographer 
Meagan Dahlen 
Photographer 
Laura Kavanagh 
Photographer 
Tracy Maple 
Photographer 
Arley Ellsworth 
Photographer 
Christian Lombar din 
Photographer 
AnthonyJaur egui 
Photographer 
...withou 
you it wou 
have bee 
impossible 
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